
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

ASEA Power Systems Expands Dock Boost Transformer Line, the Perfect Upgrade for 

Charles Iso-Boost   

Huntington Beach, Calif. – July 31, 2020 – ASEA Power Systems, a subsidiary of Mission 
Critical Electronics and a leading manufacturer of isolation transformers, shore power 
converters and power management systems, today announced the expansion of the Dock 
Boost Transformer (DBT) product line to offer upgraded models ranging from 12-24kVA. ASEA 
Power Systems’ DBTs are smart isolation transformers with three levels of boost to keep 
vessels powered even when input voltages sag by up to 35 percent. These DBTs are the perfect 
replacement for the Charles Iso-Boost and can protect sensitive, and often expensive, 
electronics from damage associated with common shore-power problems including brown 
outs, spikes, sags and low-line or high-line voltage. 
 
Expanding ASEA Power Systems’ existing international product offering, the new product 
models offer compatibility with international voltage standards and 50A or 100A shore cord 
inputs. The new DBTs have also been upgraded and can be ordered in a paralleled Trident 
system. The Trident consists of two DBT units and one paralleling master control unit, making 
this paralleled system an ideal replacement for the Charles PM3.   
 
“When we first conceptualized the DBT, we intended to build a simple tapped transformer to 
combat drooping shore cord voltage,” explains Eric Herman, Director of Engineering for 
Mission Critical Electronics, the parent company for ASEA Power Systems. “But as we dug 
deeper into the market, we realized that the challenges boaters face included 208VAC feeds 
masquerading as 240VAC, the desire to parallel two shore cords, 50Hz locales, 400VAC and 
480VAC pedestals, and more.”  This realization led to ASEA Power Systems’ development of a 
suite of products including a 50A stand-alone unit, a paralleling box for dual 50A shore cords, a 
15kVA 50 hertz unit for our OEMs in Europe, and a 100A unit that accepts 240, 400 and 480V 
feeds. 
 
ASEA Power Systems released the first-generation DBT as a direct replacement for the 
discontinued Charles Iso-Boost in 2018. The DBT boasts a wider input voltage range of 167-270 
VAC and is 65 percent lighter than its predecessor. The identical mounting pattern and wiring 



connection points make refit installations a breeze and at only 127 pounds, installation can 
easily be accomplished by a single person.  
 
Click here to learn more about the DBT or to request the data sheet. 
Click here for high-resolution images. 
 
About ASEA Power Systems 
 
ASEA Power Systems is a world leader in the design and fabrication of power conversion 
equipment specially designed for the marine market. Manufacturing innovative isolation 
transformers, shore power converters and power management systems, ASEA Power Systems 
offer a broad range of technologically advanced and fully customizable power equipment 
serving the yacht, commercial marine and military markets worldwide. ASEA Power Systems is 
a subsidiary of Mission Critical Electronics under the Marine Power division.  
 
About Mission Critical Electronics  
 
Headquartered in Huntington Beach, Calif., Mission Critical Electronics (MCE) provides 
specialized products for critical systems in a wide variety of applications operating under the 
leading brands: Newmar Power, ASEA Power Systems, Kussmaul Electronics, Power Products, 
Purkeys, Xantrex and American Battery Charging. These brands have been built on the 
strength of their team and their ability to connect with customers. MCE takes great pride in 
translating their customers’ needs into the highest quality products and solutions available in 
the markets it serves. MCE delivers those products and solutions with unmatched level of 
responsiveness.  
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https://aseapower.com/product/dock-boost-transformer/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ra3kmdwnh1x1ie6/AADnQU_crCdwQE5CWrgiVcOba?dl=0
http://www.aseapower.com/
http://www.mission-critical-electronics.com/

